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A COURAGEOUS FAITH
7 Matthew 14:22-36 Jesus walks on water
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Create
Create
Have you ever played Word Association?

Have you ever played Word Association?
It’s where one person says a word and
It’s where one person says a word and the next
the next person says a word that links. Do
person says a word that links. Do something
something similar with the word courage.
similar with the word courage. Write it at the
Write it at the top of your page and then write
top of your page and then down as many words
down as many words you can think of which
you can think of which link. If you get stuck,
link. If you get stuck, you could use a thesaurus
you could use a thesaurus to find some more.
to find some more. Use a website such as
Use a website such as https://thewordsearch.
https://thewordsearch.com/maker to create a
com/maker/ to create a wordsearch and then
wordsearch and then send it to a friend to share
send it to a friend to share what you have been
what you have been learning about.
learning about.

Draw
Draw

Think about what courage means.
Think about what courage means. Draw
Draw a picture which shows courage.
a picture which shows courage. Display it
Display it somewhere as a reminder each day
somewhere as a reminder each day to keep
to keep your eyes on Jesus and trust Jesus with
your eyes on Jesus and trust Jesus with all your
all your choices.
choices.

Play
Play
Have you got a Where’s Wally book?

Have you got a Where’s Wally book? Or
Or some spot the differences? You could
some spot the differences? You could look
look for some spot the difference pictures
for some spot the difference pictures on
on the internet. Enjoy searching and find the
the internet. Enjoy searching and find the
differences!
differences!

Investigate
Investigate
Ask your family to give you things which

Ask your family to give you things which
you can test to see if they float. Fill the
you can test to see if they float. Fill the sink
sink or bath with some water. Write down your
or bath with some water. Write down your
predictions of which objects you think will sink
predictions of which objects you think will sink
or float. Test and when you return the items, let
or float. Test and when you return the items, let
your family know what you discovered.
your family know what you discovered.

Pray
Pray
Have you heard of ‘peer pressure’? Peer

Have you heard of ‘peer pressure’? Peer
pressure is when we are influenced by our
pressure is when we are influenced by our friends,
friends, which may not always be in a good way.
which may not always be in a good way. Have
Have there been times when you have followed
there been times when you have followed peer
peer pressure. What did you do? How did you
pressure. What did you do? How did you feel? Is
feel? Is there someone you need to say sorry to?
there someone you need to say sorry to? As you
As you pray, ask God for forgiveness and thank
pray, ask God for forgiveness and thank him for
him for sending Jesus to be the best friend and
sending Jesus to be the best friend and guide
guide there is.
there is.

Write
Write

People have great stories to tell. Try to think
People have great stories to tell. Try to think
of three to five questions you could ask someone
of 3 to 5 questions you could ask someone
about courage and times where they have been
about courage and times where they have been
courageous. As you Explore It (Together), you will
courageous. As you Explore It (Together), you
have the opportunity to ring some people to ask
will have the opportunity to ring some people
them your interview questions.
to ask them your interview questions.

KIDS ALIVE ONLINE
https://www.salvationarmy.org.uk/kidsalive
Kids Alive! The UK’s only weekly Christian comic – is filled with jokes, competitions,
Bible-based cartoons and much more… and is now available to read online!

